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How to Use Critical Content Booklet: 

How to Use: 

1. Use the contents page to find the appropriate section (you can check which skills/content you will need to revise for your assess-
ment point on this page) 

2. Revise the appropriate section by either making mind maps for the content (books that you’re studying) or using the writing 
frames to answer Language/Literature questions. 

3. Some of the skills in this booklet require mastery. This means practicing answering the same style of questions until you feel  
comfortable doing it without the sentence starters.. 

4. The key vocabulary in this booklet will help you with your assessment 

1 

Year 8 

Literature:  Of Mice and Men 

Language:  Animal Farm 

Christmas 

Literature: Macbeth 

Language:  Magic and Mystery (Creative 
Writing) 

Easter 

Language:  Politics (Language Paper 2) 

Literature: Blood Brothers 



Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 2 (PEEDE) 

 

PEEDE What to 
include 

Which question can you answer? Sentence Starters 

Sentence 
1 

Point 1.     What is your opinion on the question? 

 

… is presented as… (or anything that is equally relevant) 

Evidence Which quote shows this? …through the word/phrase… (insert quote or reference) 

Sentence 
2 

Explain 1. What can you infer and why? 
2. What does the quote imply and why? 
3. What is the quote trying to show? 
4. Has the writer used a language feature in the quote – what is 
it used to show? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
2. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
3. This quote is the writer’s way of trying to show … BECAUSE 
4. The writer’s use of … is important BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
3 

Develop-
ment 

1.Is there a specific word that stands out? What is its impact? 
2.Does the quote have a different interpretation? 
3.Can you give an extra piece of analysis on the quote? 
4.Has the writer used this feature again in the extract and how 
does it compare? 

1.In addition, the word (insert example) suggests…. BECAUSE… 
2.On the other hand, this could refer to …. BECAUSE... 
3.Furthermore, it could show… BECAUSE… 
4. Similarly, when the writer uses (insert feature) through the phrase (insert example) 
this creates a similar/different effect BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
4 

Effect on 
the 
Reader 

1.How does this quote make readers feel and how does it do it? 
2.What images does it make the reader think of and why? 
3.What effect does it create and why does it? 
4.How does this make the tone or atmosphere seem at this 
point? 
5.Does it change the way that readers feel about a anything a 
character or theme? 

1.This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
2.This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
3.This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 
4.For readers, this makes the atmosphere seem… BECAUSE… 

 
5.This changes the way that readers interpret … BECAUSE… 

Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and identify the relevant section of text 
(referred to in the question) 

2. Read the relevant section of the text  

3. Underline words/phrases in the text that link to the question 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they make the reader feel, 
what they remind the reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Label the language feature for each annotated word/phrase. If you cannot 
find language features, find adjectives or verbs and annotate them 

6. Use the grid below to write one PEEDE paragraph that answers the ques-
tion clearly. Do this three times to answer the question in  detail 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

The writer creates a vivid description in the extract through the 
phrase ‘blows of a hammer on a length of rail’. This implies that condi-
tions were challenging for the prisoners. The verb ‘blows’ emphasises 
how abruptly and violently the prisoners are woken up in the morning. 
This is supported by the nouns ‘hammer’ and ‘rail’, which create a sense 
of danger, reinforcing the harsh and potentially threatening setting the 
prisoners are waking up to: as readers, this creates a degree of sympa-
thy for the prisoners because the lack of certainty and vivid imagery 

List of potential language features  

 Simile   Metaphor  Personification  List 

Rhetorical Question  Adjective  Verb   Adverb 

Exaggeration  Alliteration  Repetition   Triplet 

8 marks 

2 



 

 

  

1. Read what the question is asking and identify the   
relevant section of text (referred to in the question) 

2. Read the relevant section of the text  3. Underline words/phrases in the text that link to 
the question 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how 
they make the reader feel, what they remind the 
reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Label the language feature for each annotated 
word/phrase. If you cannot find language features, 
find adjectives or verbs and annotate them 

6. Use the grid below to write one PEEDE paragraph 
that answers the question clearly. Do this three 
times to answer the question in  detail 

Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 2 (PEEDE) 
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Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 3 (PEE and Effect) 

 Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and re-read the text 

2. Identify what the focus of each paragraph is and write it down next to 
each paragraph 

3. From each focus, split the text into three parts: beginning, middle and end 

4. Briefly annotate: what is established in the first section;  how this 
changes to the middle section and which structural features are used; how 
does the text end? (GET TWO THINGS FOR EACH SECTION) 

5. In your head, think of ideas as to why the writer has made these decisions 
within the different sections of the text 

6. Use the grid below to write 2 mini PEEE paragraphs about what has been 
used in each section (beginning, middle and end) and what the effect on the 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

The writer begins the text with an exposition of the character’s home: ’the old wooden 

frame told a thousand tales’. The writer does this to  establish how the character is vulner-

able because he lives alone. In addition the long-winded sentences at the start, such as line 

2,  get the text off to a dreary pace.  To readers, this creates a slower, more relaxed  pace 

which is intentional from the writer because it contrasts with the chaos that follows as the 

text progresses. 

List of potential structural features  

Analepsis(flashback) Prolepsis(flashforward)  Repetition   Tone      

Pace  Focus (shift in focus),  Zoom in  Zoom out 

8 marks 

4 

Exposition  Rising Action Climax Falling Action Denouement 

  What to 
include 

Which question can you answer? Sentence Starters 

Opening of 
the text 
Paragraph 1 

PEE How does the text begin? 
What does the opening begin with? 
Does the opening sentence or paragraph foreshadow the rest of the text? 
Does the opening focus on a certain image, theme or tone? 
Whose perspective does the text begin with? 

1. The text deliberately opens with … (quote) … 
2. At the beginning of the text, the writer uses … (quote)…. 
3, The opening sentence/paragraph …(quote).. foreshadows the rest of the text. 
4. The opening of the text establishes a ….. tone/theme/image through the words .. (quote) … 
5. The beginning of the text intentionally begins from the character/narrator’s perspective to….. 

Effect on 
the 
reader 

What does this imply and why? 
How does this make readers feel and how does it do it? 
What can you infer and why? 
How does it answer the question? 
What images does it make you think of and why? 
What effect does it create and why does it? 

This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
This relates to the idea of…. BECAUSE… 
This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 

The next 
stage of the 
text  Para-
graph 2 
  

PEE Does the text focus in on a particular character or area? 
What happens at this point of the text in relation to the first paragraph? 
Does the middle section of the text change from the opening section? 
Does the writer zoom in or zoom out (away from the initial focus)? 
Does the text cut or narrow to anything in particular? 

As the text progresses, the writer focuses on ….. shown through the word/phrase… 
At the middle point in the text, the writer changes focus to…. 
Within the middle section of text, the writer juxtaposes/contrasts/contradicts the opening paragraph through 
the phrase… 
Further on in the text, the writer zooms in/zooms out to focus on …. 
The writer elevates/diminishes the tension when he cuts to… 

Effect on 
the 
reader 

What does the quote imply and why? 
What can you infer and why? 
How does this quote make readers feel and how does it do it? 
How does it answer the question? 
What images does it make you think of and why? 
What effect does it create and why does it? 

1. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
2. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
3. This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
4. This relates to the idea of…. BECAUSE… 
5. This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
6. This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 

Conclusion 
Paragraph 3 

PEE How does the writer conclude the text? 
What idea does the ending remind you of? 
Does the ending relate back to the first paragraph in any way? 
Does the ending give any closure to the extract or leave it open? 

1.   Finally, the writer concludes the text by …. 
2.   The ending of the text reminds the reader of….. 
3.   The way in which the text reaches its crux relates back to the opening of the text because… 
4. At the ending point of the text, the writer deliberately gives/does not give a denouement because… 

Effect on 
the 
reader 

What does this imply and why? 
How does this make readers feel and how does it do it? 
What can you infer and why? 
How does it answer the question? 
What images does it make you think of and why? 
What effect does it create and why does it? 

1. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
2. This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
3. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
4. This relates to the idea of…. BECAUSE… 
5. This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
6. This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 

4 



 

 

  

1. Read what the question is asking and re-read the text 2. Identify what the focus of each paragraph is and 
write it down next to each paragraph 

3. From each focus, split the text into three parts: 
beginning, middle and end 

4. Briefly annotate: what is established in the first section;  
how this changes to the middle section and which structural 
features are used; how does the text end? 

5. In your head, think of ideas as to why the writer 
has made these decisions within the different      
sections of the text—what is the effect on readers? 

6. Use the green grid to write a PEE, PEE effect para-
graph for the beginning, middle and end of the text: the 
more detail and examples you can put in, the better  

Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 3 (PEE and Effect) 
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Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 4 (PEEDE) 

 Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and read the relevant section of text 

2. Decide whether or not you agree with the statement and annotate the  
reasons why 

3. Identify the words or phrases that support your views for and annotate 
the features.  

4. Identify the word or phrase that support your views against and annotate 
the features 

5. For your opening evaluative sentences, choose from the list of evaluative 
words (on the right) and decide how well the writer conveys what the ques-
tion is asking 

6. Use the sentence starter grid below to construct 3 paragraphs 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

I agree that the writer purposefully conveys a miserable atmosphere in the 

text. The writer uses a metaphor in the phrase “the fog was hanging gloomi-

ly over the city” to show this. This suggest a deceptive atmosphere as ’fog’ is 

usually associated with a lack of transparency.  In addition, the writer con-

tinually creates a sense of depression as he uses repetition of the verb 

“looming” to constantly foreshadow the imminent threat hanging over 

them 

List of evaluative words (PECS) 

Purposefully Effectively  Continuously Successfully 

Subtly  Consciously  Intermittently Discreetly  

20 marks 

6 

PEEDE What to 
include 

Which question can you answer? Sentence Starters 

Sentence 
1 

Point 1.     What is your opinion on the statement? 
2.     How far do you agree with what the question is presenting 

I agree with the statement … because the writer (insert evaluative word)  …*reference 
what the question is asking here” 

Evidence Which quote shows this? …through the word/phrase… (insert quote or reference) 

Sentence 
2 

Explain 1. What can you infer and why? 
2. What does the quote imply and why? 
3. What is the quote trying to show? 
4. Has the writer used a language feature in the quote – what is 
it used to show? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
2. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
3. This quote is the writer’s way of trying to show … BECAUSE 
4. The writer’s use of … is important BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
3 

Develop-
ment 

1.Is there a specific word that stands out? What is its impact? 
2.Does the quote have a different interpretation? 
3.Can you give an extra piece of analysis on the quote? 
4.Has the writer used this feature again in the extract and how 
does it compare? 

1.In addition, the word (insert example) suggests…. BECAUSE… 
2.On the other hand, this could refer to …. BECAUSE... 
3.Furthermore, it could show… BECAUSE… 
4. Similarly, when the writer uses (insert feature) through the phrase (insert example) 
this creates a similar/different effect BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
4 

Effect on 
the 
Reader 

1.How does this quote make readers feel and how does it do it? 
2.What images does it make the reader think of and why? 
3.What effect does it create and why does it? 
4.How does this make the tone or atmosphere seem at this 
point? 
5.Does it change the way that readers feel about a anything a 

1.This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
2.This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
3.This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 
4.For readers, this makes the atmosphere seem… BECAUSE… 

 
5.This changes the way that readers interpret … BECAUSE… 



 

 

  

1. Read what the question is asking and read the 
relevant section of text 

2. Decide whether or not you agree with the state-
ment and annotate the reasons why 

3. Identify the words or phrases that support your 
views for and annotate the features.  

4. Identify the word or phrase that support your 
views against and annotate how the writer has 
made you form your opinion on the statement 

5. For your opening evaluative sentences, choose  from the 
list of evaluative words (on the right) and decide how well 
the writer conveys what the question is asking 

6. Use the sentence starter grid to construct 3 par-
agraphs 

Language Critical Skill: Paper 1, Question 4 (PEEDE) 
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Language Critical Skill: Paper 1 Question 5 - Creative Writing 

Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read both the options (there will be two) and select which one you will complete. 

2. Plan (in  brief bullet points) the beginning, middle and end of your writing.  

3. Ensure that you are writing what is asked of you (E.G a description needs no plat!) 

4. Note down a checklist of language features, punctuation & sentence lengths   
which you will check off as you write: 

 E.G: metaphor, simile, personification, listing, repetition, exaggeration 

 E.G: one/two word sentence, adverb comma sentence, complex sentence 

 E.G: brackets, colon, semi-colon, ellipsis  

5. Write your creative writing, ensuring you stick to your plan & use paragraphs. 

6. Re-read every sentence in your writing and ensure that you haven’t missed out 
words/sentence reads properly; sentences aren’t too long; spelling is accurate. 

A story/opening to a story must contain… 

 Action or plot (something which happens)   

 A character or characters  

 Describing of the setting and or character(s) 

Sec-
tion 

What does in con-
tain? 

Example Question: Write the opening of a story about something which is lost/hidden in a library. 

Begin-
ning  

Establish the setting 
and the atmosphere. 

Language features 

Looming oak bookcases were lined on either side of the empty central aisle, with nothing but empty air hanging in the spaces between.  As 
I looked up, I could see more shadowy book stacks that rose grandly behind the gallery, up to which iron spiral staircases clawed up to at 
intervals. 

Middle  Change of focus e.g 
character focus, zoom in 
on the setting 

 

Variety of sentence 
structures 

 

Language features  

I  shuddered. I turned away. I began to walk softly between the bookcases, looking in awe to left and right, at the evidence of so much 
knowledge, so much learning, far beyond the level of school-age boys. Cautiously stopping to examine books on literature and the classics, 
the history of science, philosophy and theology, I came upon rows of leather-bound archives: magazines, journals, directories, lists. I wan-
dered on, with a growing and curious sense of being a queen in some abandoned queendom, with access to all the wisdom of the ages – such 
strange, grandiose thoughts flit into the mind under the influence of impressive surroundings, solitude, and the small hours. 

The gallery was dark, high and narrow, with only a foot or two of passage between the bookstacks, and the wooden rail. I switched off my 
torch in the hope that I could catch a glimpse of the item I was searching for... The air up here was colder, but at the same time oddly 
dead, and close as though the dust of years was packed tightly, excluding any freshness, except for a soft breathing amongst the aisle. 

End  Dramatic ending  

 

Language features  

 

High level punctuation  

The soft breathing came again, from a different place, in the darkness just ahead of me and I began to edge forwards, and then to stop, 
move and stop, but it was always just out of reach. I looked down into the great empty barrel of the room below. Every shadow seemed 
like a crouched, huddled figure, every corner concealed some dreadful shape. There was no one there. There was nothing. There was eve-
rything. ‘Who is there?’ I breathed. I wanted to run but could not and knew that this was what was intended, that I should be terrified 
by nothing, by my own fears; by soft breathing,; by the creak of a board; by the very atmosphere which threatened me. Whoever they 
were, they were searching for it, just like I was. 

A description must contain… 

 Describing of a setting and or a character(s) depending on 
the task you have selected 

 No action or plot  

Both must contain language features, a clear structure & SPaG. 

40 marks 

8 



Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 2 (DEI) 

 Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and read both texts 

2. Find a way that the texts are different, making sure it answers the ques-
tion 

3. Underline words/phrases that show this in each text 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they make the reader feel, 
what they remind the reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Use the grid below to write a DEI paragraph that answers the question 
clearly (because the question is a summary question, try to keep your     
paragraph to two sentences) 

6. Do this three times in total to answer the question in  detail 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

 In Source A the weather is dangerous through the  phrase 
‘Death Zone’ whereas this is different in Source B as the weather 
is troublesome, but it isn’t a large scale problem shown through 
the phrase ‘layering up with warm clothes’. Therefore, the weath-
er in Source A is fatal and causes mass disruption and casualties, 
although it is a mere inconvenience in Source B. 

List comparison connectives  

However  whereas  on the other hand  conversely 

In contrast  yet   notwithstanding  unlike 

 DEI What to include What that means Sentence Starters 

Sentence 1 

  

View on Source A What does source A focus on? 1. Source A shows…. through the phrase…. 

Conjunction Have you found a way that the texts are similar? 

  

  

  

 

2.  Have you found a way that the texts are differ-
ent? 

1a) Similarly… 

b) Equally… 

c) In the same way… 

d) Likewise… 

e) As with… 

2a) However… 

b) By contrast… 

c) On the other hand… 

d) Alternatively… 

e) Whereas… 
View on Source B 1.  What does source B focus on? 1. Source B shows…. through the phrase…. 

Sentence 2 Inference 

  

1. What can you infer? 

2. What does this suggest to readers? 

3. What do the similarities/differences imply about 
the topic of the question? 

4. How is one text more ….. than the other? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 

2. This suggests that to readers that… BECAUSE… 

3. Overall, these similarities/differences imply that…. 

 

4.This suggests that Source A is more …. than Source B because…. 

8 marks 

9 



 

 

 

 

1. Read what the question is asking and read both 
texts 

2. Find a way that the texts are different, making 
sure it answers the question 3. Underline words/phrases that show this in each 

text 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they 
make the reader feel, what they remind the reader of or 
the connotations that they have) 

5. Use the grid below to write a DEI paragraph that answers 
the question clearly (because the question is a summary 
question, try to keep your paragraph to two sentences) 

6. Do this three times in total to answer the ques-
tion in  detail 

Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 2 (DEI) 
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Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 3 (PEEDE) 

 

PEEDE What to 
include 

Which question can you answer? Sentence Starters 

Sentence 
1 

Point 1.     What is your opinion on the question? 

 

… is presented as… (or anything that is equally relevant) 

Evidence Which quote shows this? …through the word/phrase… (insert quote or reference) 

Sentence 
2 

Explain 1. What can you infer and why? 
2. What does the quote imply and why? 
3. What is the quote trying to show? 
4. Has the writer used a language feature in the quote – what is 
it used to show? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
2. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
3. This quote is the writer’s way of trying to show … BECAUSE 
4. The writer’s use of … is important BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
3 

Develop-
ment 

1.Is there a specific word that stands out? What is its impact? 
2.Does the quote have a different interpretation? 
3.Can you give an extra piece of analysis on the quote? 
4.Has the writer used this feature again in the extract and how 
does it compare? 

1.In addition, the word (insert example) suggests…. BECAUSE… 
2.On the other hand, this could refer to …. BECAUSE... 
3.Furthermore, it could show… BECAUSE… 
4. Similarly, when the writer uses (insert feature) through the phrase (insert example) 
this creates a similar/different effect BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
4 

Effect on 
the 
Reader 

1.How does this quote make readers feel and how does it do it? 
2.What images does it make the reader think of and why? 
3.What effect does it create and why does it? 
4.How does this make the tone or atmosphere seem at this 
point? 
5.Does it change the way that readers feel about a anything a 

1.This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
2.This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
3.This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 
4.For readers, this makes the atmosphere seem… BECAUSE… 

 
5.This changes the way that readers interpret … BECAUSE… 

Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and identify the relevant section of text 
(referred to in the question) 

2. Read the relevant section of the text  

3. Underline words/phrases in the text that link to the question 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they make the reader feel, 
what they remind the reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Label the language feature for each annotated word/phrase. If you cannot 
find language features, find adjectives or verbs and annotate them 

6. Use the grid below to write one PEEDE paragraph that answers the ques-
tion clearly. Do this three times to answer the question in  detail 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

The writer uses onomatopoeia through the phrase ‘blows of a hammer on 
a length of rail’ to describe life in the prison. The word ‘blows’ emphasis-
es how abruptly and violently the prisoners are woken up in the morning. 
This is supported by the nouns ‘hammer’ and ‘rail’, which create a sense 
of danger, reinforcing the harsh and potentially threatening setting the 
prisoners are waking up to. 

List of potential language features  

 Facts    Statistics  Emotive language  List 

Rhetorical Question  Adjective  Verb   Adverb 

Exaggeration  Alliteration  Repetition   Triplet 

12 marks 

11 



 

 

  

1. Read what the question is asking and identify the   
relevant section of text (referred to in the question) 

2. Read the relevant section of the text  3. Underline words/phrases in the text that link to 
the question 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how 
they make the reader feel, what they remind the 
reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Label the language feature for each annotated 
word/phrase. If you cannot find language features, 
find adjectives or verbs and annotate them 

6. Use the grid below to write one PEEDE paragraph 
that answers the question clearly. Do this three 
times to answer the question in  detail 

12 

Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 3 (PEEDE) 



Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 4 (PEEDE C PEEDE) 

After you’ve written about Source A, use a COMPARISON/CONJUCTION to directly compare this to the writer’s viewpoints in Source B. In this question, 

the  quality of the COMPARISON is the most important aspect. DO NOT JUST WRITE ABOUT ONE SOURCE. IT MUST BE BOTH! 

Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read what the question is asking and re-read both texts 

2. Find a way that the writer’s attitudes and opinions are different (or the 
same) making sure it answers the question 

3. Underline words/phrases that show this in each text and label which      
language features are used in each texts 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they make the reader feel, 
what they remind the reader of or the connotations that they have) 

5. Use the grid below to write one PEEDE-C-PEEDE paragraph that answers 
the question clearly 

6. Do this three times in total to answer the question in  detail 

Read this WAGOLL for further help: 

Each source show opposite opinions of the weather as they act in direct 
contrast to one another. Source A uses onomatopoeias such as “scream 
[…] howl” which suggests that the weather is like an evil supernatural 
force, this emphasises how severe the weather conditions are. On the 
other hand, the writer of Source B uses a calmer tone through these 
adjectives: ‘exquisite [..] charming’ to describe the snowfall, this shows 
that the weather is pleasing and extremely enjoyable. 

List comparison connectives  

However  whereas  on the other hand  conversely 

In contrast  yet   notwithstanding  unlike 

16 marks 

13 

 What to 
include 

Which question can you answer? Sentence Starters 

Sentence 
1 

Point 1.     What are the writer’s attitudes in Source A? In Source A, the writer takes the view that... 

Evidence Which quote shows this? … shown through the word/phrase… (insert quote or reference) 
Sentence 
2 

Explain 1. What can you infer and why? 
2. What does the quote imply and why? 
3. What is the quote trying to show? 
4. Has the writer used a language feature in the quote – what 
is it used to show? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
2. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
3. This quote is the writer’s way of trying to show … BECAUSE 
4. The writer’s use of … is important BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
3 

Develop-
ment 

1.Is there a specific word that stands out? What is its impact? 
2.Does the quote have a different interpretation? 
3.Can you give an extra piece of analysis on the quote? 
4.Has the writer used this feature again in the extract and 
how does it compare? 

1.In addition, the word (insert example) suggests…. BECAUSE… 
2.On the other hand, this could refer to …. BECAUSE... 
3.Furthermore, it could show… BECAUSE… 
4. Similarly, when the writer uses (insert feature) through the phrase (insert example) 
this creates a similar/different effect BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
4 

Effect 
on the 
Reader 

1.How does this quote make readers feel and how does it do it? 
2.What images does it make the reader think of and why? 
3.What effect does it create and why does it? 
4.How does this make the tone or atmosphere seem at this 
point? 
5.Does it change the way that readers feel about a anything a 
character or theme? 

1.This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
2.This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
3.This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 
4.For readers, this makes the atmosphere seem… BECAUSE… 

 
5.This changes the way that readers interpret … BECAUSE… 



 

 

 

 

1. Read what the question is asking and read both 
texts 

2. Find a way that the writer’s attitudes and opinions are 
different (or the same) making sure it answers the question 

3. Underline words/phrases that show this in each text 
and label which language features are used in each texts 

4. Annotate what these words/phrases do (ie: how they 
make the reader feel, what they remind the reader of or 
the connotations that they have) 

5. Use the grid below to write one D-FEE=C=FEE    
paragraph that answers the question clearly 

6. Do this three times in total to answer the ques-
tion in  detail 

Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 3 (PEEDE C PEEDE) 
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Language Critical Skill: Paper 2, Question 5 

 Six Stage Critical Strategy 

1. Read the statement in quotation marks. Read the task underneath. 

2. Briefly note:  

 - the text type you are writing (e.g letter, article, speech) 

 - the audience of your writing (e.g school children, a member of parliament) 

 - the purpose of your writing (e.g to persuade someone to do something, to     
    explain your point of view) 

3. Make a plan  of 5 clear section using the layout below. 

4. Add when/where you will include persuasive language features into your plan (use 
 the help box below). 

5.  Write your answer, ensuring there are 5 clear sections.  

6. Check that your answer has strong technical accuracy (use the help box below). 

Different Text-Types & what to include: 

Letter - using an address on right hand side; the date; appropriate ad-
dress (e.g Sir/Madam; appropriate sign off (e.g yours faithfully) 

Section What does in contain? Example 

Intro.  Snappy/shocking/emotive fact or statistic 

 Unpick/ explain this fact/define the terms 

if needed/what does it mean?  

 State my opinion  

In the past 10 years, there’s been a 130% increase in cosmetic plastic surgery procedures. This means 
that more and more people are turning to the extreme measures of knives and needles to make them-

selves supposedly look better. -Making this procedure free to everyone is asking for trouble – because 
plastic surgery is not always pretty, in fact, it rarely ever is.  

Key Point 
1 

 Make a point which reinforces your opinion  

 Use features to persuade others/explain it  

Cosmetic plastic surgery is an extreme, life-changing and potentially dangerous procedure. It is a lengthy 
and serious process; it is not something which should be readily available which people help themselves to, 
as if it were from the bowl of communal mints in the hairdresser’s waiting area.  

Key Point 
2 

 Make a point which reinforces your opinion  

 Use features to persuade others/explain it  

Furthermore, the NHS simply could not cope with the financial pressure. The media is constantly report-
ing on catastrophic cuts and the blistering budget; our health service could not cope with any further 
stretches, especially ones which simply come down to vanity. Is a non-medical nose job really a noble use 
of the taxpayers hard-earned money?  

Counter 
& Refute 

 Make a point which others might say to 
disagree with you or to prove you wrong.  

 Then prove it wrong & undermine it  

Some might argue that cosmetic plastic surgery increases the self-esteem of people who are low in confi-
dence. However, psychologists at Oxford University have concluded that counselling and self-esteem 
therapy delivered by a qualified professional is significantly more effective in improving young people’s 
mental health and self-confidence.  

Conclude  Short & clear: why have you given this 
speech? 

Costly surgery is merely a quick fix. But, I need you to see that the real issues are on the inside, not the 
outside: young people need to talk about their insecurities and work on improving their mental health in a 

Speeches - clear address to the audience;  an appropriate sign off;  
fluently linked  ideas. 

Article -  a clear/original headline;  a strapline;  subheadings;  an in-
troductory paragraph; fluently linked ideas. 

Leaflet Texts -  a clear/original title;  organisational devices such as 

Persuasive Language Features: DAFORREST: Direct address   
alliteration   facts   opinions   repetition         triplets
 rhetorical questions   emotive language         statistics  

40 marks 
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  What to include What do you need to answer to do 
PEEDEC well? 

Sentence Starters 

Sentence 
1 

Point 1.     What is your opinion on the question? 
2.     How far do you agree with what the 
question is presenting 

… is presented as… (or anything that is equally 
relevant) 

Evidence 1. Which quote shows this? …through the word/phrase… (insert quote or ref-
erence) 

Sentence 
2 

Explain 1. What can you infer and why? 
2. What does the quote imply and why? 
3. What is the quote trying to show? 
4. Has the writer used a language feature 
in the quote – what is it used to show? 

1. Readers can infer that… BECAUSE… 
2. This suggests that… BECAUSE… 
3. This quote is the writer’s way of trying to show 
… BECAUSE 
4. The writer’s use of … is important BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
3 

Develop 1. Is there a specific word that stands out? 
What is its impact? 
2. Does the quote have a different inter-
pretation? 
3. Can you give an extra piece of analysis on 
the quote? 
4. Has the writer used this feature again in 
the extract and how does it compare? 

1. In addition, the word (insert example) sug-
gests…. BECAUSE… 
2. On the other hand, this could refer to …. BE-
CAUSE... 
3. Furthermore, it could show… BECAUSE… 
4. Similarly, when the writer uses (insert feature) 
through the phrase (insert example) this creates 
a similar/different effect BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
4 

Effect on the 
reader/viewer 

1. How does this quote make readers feel 
and how does it do it? 
2. What images does it make the reader 
think of and why? 
3. What effect does it create and why 
does it? 
4. How does this make the tone or atmos-
phere seem at this point? 
5. Does it change the way that readers feel 
about a anything a character or theme? 

1.This makes the readers feel... BECAUSE… 
  
2.This evokes images of…. BECAUSE… 
  
3.This creates an effect of… BECAUSE… 
  
4. For readers, this makes the atmosphere seem… 
BECAUSE… 
5. This changes the way that readers interpret … 
BECAUSE… 

Sentence 
5 

Context 1. How has your idea been shaped by the 
historical era? 
2. Is there something relevant to context 
that you can link to your point? 
3. What might have inspired the writer to 
write like this? 
4. What do you know about context that 
might show us about the writer’s inten-
tions? 
5. Does it link to a critical theory? 

1. (Writer’s name) has done this because in the 
era that the text was written… 
2. This idea links to…. BECAUSE 
  
  
3. The writer was inspired to do this by … 
  
4. The writer did this deliberately to reflect… 
  
5.This idea of … is subtly reminiscent of…. 
Whereby... 

Literature Critical Skill: Answering a Literature Question 

Literature Writing 
Frame 

How do I use this 
sheet? 

 

Read the question and 
plan the points that you 
want to make: fail to pre-
pare; prepare to fail. 

 

A PEEDEC paragraph 
should be 5/6 sentences, 
this writing frame takes 
you through each skill 
that you need to show in 
order to succeed in Liter-
ature. 

  

For each sentence, read 
the list of questions in 
the yellow box. Choose 
one of the questions that 
you know how to answer 
and use the same number 
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Of Mice and Men 

Chapter Plot Summary 

1 This chapter starts by first introducing the setting and then leading into the description of the two main charac-
ters. George and Lennie are  sitting by the Salinas River which is just outside a little Californian town  named 
Soledad . Lennie has a large, intimating body but his character has the mind of a child. George on the other hand, 
is a small, defined, smart character that makes decisions  for them both. Then George sees that Lennie is pet-
ting a dead mouse in his gigantic hand and demands that Lennie drop it. They get a fire going and the Lennie asks 
George to tell him about what they’re going to do when they get enough money.  This leads to how they are going 
to have a place for themselves and have all sorts of animals. Lennie is truly interested in the rabbits he is going to 
tend on this fantasy farm because they are soft and Lennie loves soft things.  

2 They meet an old man who informs them  that the boss is mad that they had not arrived last night and he had to 
send a team out with two men short. This old man has one hand cut off and has the  permanent job of sweeping 
the grounds. He also has an extremely old dog that has lost his teeth and smells horrible. The Boss comes into the 
bunkhouse and expresses his frustration with George and Lennie and informs them they will be going out in the 
afternoon to work. Then the boss asks Lennie a question which  he responds to against George’s orders to not 
talk.  After laying out their stuff and  talking more with old guy whose name is Candy, a short little fellow comes 
into the bunkhouse and demands to know if they have seen his wife. This man’s name is Curley and right off the 
bat he does not like Lennie for the sole reason of his imposing size. Almost immediately,  Curley’s wife walks into 
the bunkhouse, and asks about the whereabouts  of Curley. George and Lennie try to ignore her as they do not 
want to get in any trouble with Curley as he just needs an excuse for  beating up Lennie.  

3 George and Slim are sitting at the card table talking. Slim had just given one of his new puppies to Lennie who 
is  having the time of his life petting his puppy in the barn. Slim and George start  talking about Lennie and how he 
is the hardest worker Slim had ever seen and how  he is such a nice guy. George goes into the details of how he 
has to take care  of Lennie and how Lennie always gets himself in trouble.  Then Candy and his dog  walk into the 
bunkhouse. Carlson then makes a comment that Candy should take his dog out of it’s misery and shoot it. After 
much deliberation, Candy decides to let Carlson shoot his dog.   After some more bunkhouse conversation Slim 
walks over to the barn to  tell Lennie that he should stop petting his puppy and to put tar on a horse ’s split 
hove.  Curley enters the bunkhouse again looking for his forever lost wife  and then is informed that Slim is in the 
barn and he quickly jumps to conclusion that Slim is with his wife.  Lennie comes back to the bunkhouse and tells 
George that Curley’s wife was not  in the barn. Everyone comes back and starts making fun of Curley because 
he  accused Slim of messing around with his wife. Curley being irritated decides to fight Lennie. He punches sev-
eral times before George tells Lennie to fight back. However, Lennie ends up breaking Curley ’s fist because he 
would not let go.  

4 The next day all the boys except Lennie, Candy and Crooks go into  town to blow some of their money off.  Lennie 
plays with his pup in the barn and  noticed that the Buck Hand’s light is on, so he goes over to talk to 
him.  The  buck hand is an African American.  He has crooked back so they call him Crooks.  Crooks at first does 
not want Lennie to come into his little shack that is separated from the bunkhouse,  but then seems to like Len-
nie’s company.  All Lennie talks about is tending rabbits which makes Crooks  think Lennie is crazy. Then Crooks 
plays a mean game  on Lennie by telling Lennie that George is not coming back from town. Lennie  gets mad, but 
Crooks just says he is kidding. Then Candy comes in and talks to Lennie about how him, George and Lennie are all 
leaving the ranch and buying a place . Crooks starts believing they could actually do it . 

5 Everyone is  outside playing horseshoes but Lennie is inside the barn playing with his pup.  However, Lennie pets 
his puppy too hard and kills it. This is right when  Curley’s wife enters the barn. Lennie at first is scared of her 
but then she  explains that she just wants someone to talk to and tells Lennie that he can get  a new puppy. 
Curley’s wife starts talking about her life and how she really does  not like Curley and Lennie just keeps on talking 
about tending rabbits. Eventually, Curley’s wife asks Lennie why he likes rabbits so much and he expresses his love 
of soft things. After each of them go through what they like to feel that is soft, Curley’s wife asks Lennie to 
touch her soft hair. Lennie is instantly obsessed with her soft hair and will not let go when she asks him to stop. 
Curley’s wife starts yelling and Lennie tries to stop her yelling but accidently snaps her neck and kills her. Lennie 
knows he has done a very bad  thing so he goes to the place George told him to go when he gets in trouble  which 
was back by the Salinas River.  Candy comes into the barn to ask Lennie  a question but to his  surprise finds 
Curley’s wife dead and Lennie gone. Candy  shows George of his findings and George asks Candy to go tell the 
others while he pretends he never saw her as they will think he is in on the murder with  Lennie. The rest of the 
boys see Curley’s dead wife and gather together to go find and kill Lennie.   

6 This chapter goes back to Lennie who is sitting in the spot he and George were when they slept under the stars. 
Lennie then gets delusional and sees his dead aunt. She is telling Lennie he did a bad thing and that George will 
never forgive him, but Lennie says George will forgive him like all the other times. Then the dead aunt becomes a 
huge rabbit that is saying the same  thing to Lennie as the aunt did. Lennie snaps out of it when he sees George 
is  now there. Lennie expects George to be furious yet he is calm and pleasant.  Lennie says he is sorry and George 
knows that. Then Lennie asks George to tell  him about the place they are going to get with the rabbits. George 
and Lennie  sit together and look at the hills as George talks about their place with the rabbits. As George talks 
about Lennie’s rabbits, he shoots him in the back of the head. 

Key Context 
 

John Steinbeck was born in Salinas, California in 1902. Although his family was 
wealthy, he was interested in the lives of the farm labourers and spent time working 
with them. He used his experiences as material for his writing. 

On October 29 1929, millions of dollars were wiped out in the Wall Street Crash. It 
led to the People losing their life savings and a third of America's population became 
unemployed.  

A series of droughts in southern mid-western states like Kansas, Oklahoma and Tex-
as led to failed harvests and dried-up land. Farmers were forced to move off their 
land: they could not repay the bankloans which had helped buy the farms and had to 
sell what they owned to pay their debts.  

Racism/sexism were common, especially in Southern states due to economic climate, 
& history of slavery.  

Key Vocabulary 

Loneliness : Sadness because one has no friends or company.   

American Dream :  The ideal by which equality of opportunity is available to any American,  
allowing the highest aspirations and goals to be achieved.  
Hierarchy : A system in which members of an organisation or society are ranked according 
to relative status or authority.  
Cyclical : Occurring in cycles;  recurrent.   

Isolation: The process or fact of isolating or being isolated.  (Being alone / apart from 
others.  
Foreshadowing:  To give an indication of what is to come.   

Animal Imagery: Whereby animal attributes are imposed upon non-animal objects and hu-
mans.  
Symbolism:  The use of symbols to represent ideas or qualities.   
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Key Themes Linked to Context 
The American Dream is shown to be impossible: reality defeats idealism (Curley’s 
Wife)  

The novella explores the human need for companionship and the tragedy of loneliness 
(between Lennie and George/ lack of companionship that Curley’s Wife feels) 

Steinbeck reveals the predatory nature of mankind: the powerless are targeted by 
the powerful (Lennie by Curley, Curley’s Wife by everyone) 

Steinbeck explores the tension between the inevitability of fate and the fragility of 
human dreams, like how Curley’s Wife’s life has been a lie 

Steinbeck explores the contrasts of Nature Vs Man. 

The novella is an indictment of the way society treats the dispossessed.  



George Milton 

 He is a small man, but has brains and a quick wit.  

 He has been a good friend to Lennie, ever since he promised Lennie's 
Aunt Clara that he would care for him. He looks after all Lennie's af-
fairs, such as carrying his work card, and tries to steer him out of po-
tential trouble. 

 He needs Lennie as a friend, not only because Lennie's strength helps 
to get them both jobs, but so as not to be lonely. His threats to leave 
Lennie are not really serious. He is genuinely proud of Lennie.  

 He shares a dream with Lennie to own a piece of land and is prepared 
to work hard to build up the money needed to buy it. 

  "...with us it ain't like that. We got a future. We got somebody to talk 
to that gives a damn about us. We don't have to sit in no bar room 
blowin' in our jack 'jus because we got no place else to go. If them oth-
er guys gets in jail they can rot for all anybody gives a damn. But not 
us." 

 He is honest with people he trusts. For example, he tells Slim that he 
used to play tricks on Lennie when they were young, but now feels 
guilty about it as Lennie nearly drowned.  

Curley’s Wife 

 She is newly married to Curley. 

 We never know her name - she is merely Curley's 'property' with no 
individual identity. This is important and done on purpose by Steinbeck. 

 She is young, pretty, wears attractive clothes and her hair is curled 
like ‘little rolled up sausages’ - which shows that she’s not classy. 

 She seems flirtatious and is always hanging around the bunk-house. ‘full 
rouged lips and heavily made up’. ‘Rouged’ means red, which symbolises 
danger and blood, which foreshadows her death. She is desperate be-
cause of her ‘make-up’. 

 She is lonely - there are no other women to talk to and Curley is not 
really interested in her. He only refers to her as ‘she’ ‘her’ or ‘a girl’. 

 "What kinda harm am I doin' to you? Seems like they ain't none of 
them cares how I gotta live. I tell you I ain't used to livin' like this. I 
coulda made somethin' of myself." This shows how she has been abused 
by men her whole life: they have taken advantage of her. 

 She doesn't like Curley - she tells Lennie that she only married him 
when she didn't receive a letter she'd been promised to get into Holly-
wood: she is naïve and described as a ‘loolo’ an attractive woman which 
shows how she’s objectified and seen as a piece of meat 

Lennie Small 

 He is a big man, in contrast to his name.  

 He has limited intelligence, so he relies on George to look after him. He 
copies George in everything George does and trusts George completely.  

 "Behind him (George) walked his opposite, a huge man, shapeless of 
face, with large, pale eyes, with wide, sloping shoulders; and he walked 
heavily, dragging his feet a little, the way a bear drags his paws. His 
arms did not swing at his sides, but hung loosely."  

 He shares a dream with George to own a piece of land. Lennie's special 
job would be to tend the rabbits.  

 He likes to pet soft things, like puppies and dead mice. We know this 
got him into trouble in Weed when he tried to feel a girl's soft red 
dress: she thought he was going to attack her.  

 He can be forgetful - George continually has to remind him about im-
portant things. 

 He is very gentle and kind, and would never harm anyone or anything 
deliberately.  

 He is often described as a child or an animal - he drinks from the pool 
like a horse and his huge hands are described as paws.  

Curley 

 Curley is the boss's son, so he doesn't need to work like the ordinary 
ranch hands, and he has time to kill.  

 He's little - so he hates big guys. • He is a prize-fighter and looks for 
opportunities for a fight.  

 "He glanced coldly at George and then at Lennie. His arms gradually 
bent at the elbows and his hands closed into fists. He stiffened and 
went into a slight crouch. His glance was at once calculating and pugna-
cious."  

 He is newly- married and is very possessive of his wife - but he still 
visits brothels.  

 There is a rumour that he wears a glove filled with Vaseline to keep his 
hand soft for his wife which shows how poorly he think of women 

 He is a bully and prays on the weak—he enjoys being dominant. 

 It is ironic that he has so much power because as readers, we know 
what a bad person he is. 

 He manipulates his wife to an extent: she is effectively trapped by him 
and there is nothing that she can do because she wouldn’t have a life 
anywhere else. 

Of Mice and Men, Key Quotes 
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Animal Farm 

 Chapter breakdown  

1 The animals gather to listen to old Major. He gives them a vision of a life without man.  

2 The animals rebel and overthrow Jones. The commandments are written.  

3 The animals’ first harvest is a success. The pigs keep the milk and apples to themselves. 

4 The Battle of the Cowshed: Jones attempts to reclaim the farm.  

5 Snowball and Napoleon debate the windmill. Napoleon uses dogs to chase Snowball from 
the farm. Napoleon makes himself leader.  

6 Work begins on the windmill. The pigs move into the farmhouse. Winds destroy the wind-
mill.  

7 Work on the windmill starts again. Napoleon demands eggs from the hens. Napoleon 
slaughters animals at the show trials.  

8 Napoleon betrays Mr. Pilkington and sells timber to Mr. Frederick. Frederick pays with 
counterfeit money. Frederick attacks the farm. The animals suffer losses in the Battle 
of the Windmill. The windmill is destroyed.  

9 Boxer is sold to the knacker’s yard.  

10 The pigs are leaders on the farm. They start walking on two legs and carrying whips. 
There is no difference between the pigs and the humans they  

Key Context 

1. Animal Farm’ was written in 1945. Just after the World War II. 

2.  It was written by George Orwell. 

3.  Orwell was born in 1903 and lived through both World Wars 

4.  ‘Animal Farm’ was influenced by the events of World War II. 

5.  Orwell wanted to write about the cruel leaders of Europe during World 
War II.  

6.  ‘Animal Farm’ is an allegory for the events of the Russian Revolution: how 
the characters act and how information is withheld from animals is meant to 
represent how the government acted during the Russian Revolution. 

Key Vocabulary 

allegory – A story with two meanings. It has a literal meaning, which is what actually 
happens in the story. But it also has a deeper meaning. The deeper meaning is often 
a moral. It teaches you a lesson about life.  

tyrant – Someone who has total power and uses it in a cruel and unfair way. A tyran-
ny is a situation in which a leader or government has too much power and uses that 
power in a cruel and unfair way  
rebellion – A rebellion is a situation in which people fight against those who are in 
charge of them.  
propaganda – Information that is meant to make people think a certain way. The 
information may not be true.  
cult of personality – A cult of personality is where a leader convinces people to wor-
ship him or her, and treat them like a god.  
treacherous – If you betray someone who trusts you, you could be described as 
treacherous.  
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The Seven Commandments 

1. Whatever goes upon two legs is an enemy.  

2. Whatever goes upon four legs, or has wings, is a friend.  

3. No animal shall wear clothes.  

4. No animal shall sleep in a bed.  

5. No animal shall drink alcohol.  

6. No animal shall kill any other animal.  

7. All animals are equal.  

Characters 

Napoleon ‘a large, rather fierce-looking Berkshire boar, the only Berkshire on the farm, not much of a talker, 
but with a reputation for getting his own way.’  

Snowball ‘a more vivacious pig than Napoleon, quicker in speech and more inventive, but was not considered to 
have the same depth of character.’  

Squealer ‘with very round cheeks, twinkling eyes, nimble movements, and a shrill voice. He was a brilliant talker, 
and when he was arguing some difficult point he had a way of skipping from side to side and whisking his tail 
which was somehow very persuasive. The others said of Squealer that he could turn black into white.’  

Boxer ‘an enormous beast, nearly eighteen hands high, and as strong as any two ordinary horses put together… 
in fact he was not of first-rate intelligence, but he was universally respected for his steadiness of character 
and tremendous powers of work.’  

Old Major - The prize-winning boar whose vision of a socialist utopia serves as the inspiration for the Rebellion. 
Three days after describing the vision and teaching the animals the song “Beasts of England,” Major dies, leav-
ing Snowball and Napoleon to struggle for control of his legacy. Orwell based Major on both the German politi-

Mr. Jones - The often drunk farmer who runs the Manor Farm before the animals stage their Rebellion and 
establish Animal Farm. Mr. Jones is an unkind master who indulges himself while his animals lack food; he thus 
represents Tsar Nicholas II, whom the Russian Revolution ousted.  

Mr. Frederick -  The tough, shrewd operator of Pinchfield, a neighboring farm. Based on Adolf Hitler, the 
ruler of Nazi Germany in the 1930s and 1940s, Mr. Frederick proves an untrustworthy neighbour.  

Mr. Pilkington -  The easygoing gentleman farmer who runs Foxwood,  a neighbouring farm.  Mr.  Freder-
ick’s bitter enemy, Mr. Pilkington represents the capitalist governments of England and the United States.  



Plot 
Act 1 
Act 1: Sc1. The three witches meet on the heath. 
Act 1: Sc2. Macbeth and Banquo are praised as 
brave and loyal warriors by Duncan  
Act 1: Sc3. Macbeth and Banquo meet the witch-
es who reveal the first set of prophecies 
Act 1: Sc4. Macbeth meets King Duncan and is 
told that the King will visit him at his own castle 
Act 1: Sc5. Lady Macbeth receives Macbeth’s 
letter and begins her manipulation of her hus-
band 
Act 1: Sc6. Duncan arrives at Macbeth’s castle 
Act 1: Sc7. Macbeth’s soliloquy. Macbeth tells 
Lady Macbeth he will not commit regicide – but 
she persuades him to go ahead with the murder 

Act 2 
Act 2: Sc1. Banquo and Macbeth discuss the 
witches. Macbeth sees a vision of a dagger 
Act 2: Sc2. Macbeth murders King Duncan and 
begins to experience guilt. Lady Macbeth manipu-
lates him and questions his courage 
Act 2: Sc3. Macduff finds Duncan’s body. Mac-
beth and Lady Macbeth pretend to be shocked 
Act 2: Sc4. Macduff suspects that Malcolm and 
Donalbain are responsible, meaning Macbeth will 
be King 

Act 3 
Act 3: Sc1. Macbeth is anxious about Banquo and 
plans to murder him and his son, Fleance 
Act 3: Sc2. Macbeth tells Lady Macbeth about 
his guilt and hints at his plan for Banquo and 
Fleance 
Act 3: Sc3. Banquo is murdered, but Fleance 
escapes! 
Act 3: Sc4. Macbeth learns of Fleance’s escape 
and then sees Banquo’s ghost at the banquet 
Act 3: Sc5. The witches meet with Hecate, the 
Goddess of witches 
Act 3: Sc6. Lennox hints that he believes Mac-
beth committed the murder   

Act 4 
Act 4: Sc1. The witches summon three appari-
tions,  each telling another prophecy to Mac-
beth 
Act 4: Sc2. Macbeth has Macduff’s wife and 
children murdered 
Act 4: Sc3. Macduff learns of his family’s mur-
der. He and Malcolm vow revenge on Macbeth 

Act 5 
Act 5: Sc1. Lady Macbeth sleepwalks. She is 
weakened by guilt 
Act 5: Sc2. Malcolm and his English army ap-
proach 
Act 5: Sc3. Macbeth mocks his servant for being 
scared of the approaching army 
Act 5: Sc4. Great Birnam wood moves. The sol-
diers use the trees for protection 
Act 5: Sc5. Lady Macbeth dies; Macbeth be-
comes cynical and callous about his own life 
Act 5: Sc6. Malcolm and Macduff prepare to 
attack 
Act 5: Sc7. Macbeth kills Young Siward 
Act 5: Sc8. Macbeth chooses to fight to the 

Deceptive and illusive Stars, hide your fires! 
Let not light see my 
black and deep desires. 

The aside – hides his thoughts 
from others, Rhyming couplets, 
juxtaposition of light and dark 

Somewhat suscepti-
ble and easily influ-
enced 

So fair and foul a day I 
have not seen 

Foreshadowing the witches’ pow-
er over him (echoes the dark 
intentions he feels) 

Knows he must be 
two-faced in order to 
be successful 

False face must hide 
what the false heart 
doth know 

Fricative alliteration of ‘f’ em-
phasises his vow to lie 

Weak minded -
Hallucinating – deeply 
affected by his deci-
sion to kill Duncan; 
has some sort of 
conscience 

Is this a dagger I see 
before me, the handle 
before my hand? 

Soliloquy (this is his catharsis), 
rhetorical question, 
Symbolism -Dagger isn’t real so 
emphasises his hallucination and 
shows his dark intentions/malice 

Thinks being truthful 
is dangerous: he 
knows that killing 
Duncan is wrong 

I dare do all that may 
become a man; Who 
dares do more, is none. 

Paradox – feels unworthy of 
calling himself a man because of 
his actions 

Feels the weight of 
his actions inside 

O, full of scorpions is 
my mind, dear wife! 

Metaphor: poisonous thoughts 
hurt him – not a physical pain, 
emotional – sharp and stinging 

Paranoid and vulnera-
ble 

How is’t with me, when 
every noise appals me? 
  
It will be blood they 
say: blood will have 
blood 

Soliloquy: Foreshadowing his 
death (the knocking of Macduff) 
evocative verb ‘appals’ 
Repetition of ‘blood’ suggests he 
cannot escape crime & death 

Conscientious and 
aware of his heinous 
crimes: reinforces 
the archetypal reli-
gious nobleman in 
society 

He cannot say ‘Amen’ 
after the murder 

Deliberate absence of words 
(shows his guilty conscience and 
how he blurs the lines of what is 
morally right and the idea of 
religion as spiritual) 

Not afraid of death: 
still brave 

I’ll fight til my bones 
and flesh be hacked 

Graphic adjective 
‘hacked’ (conveys the lengths he 
will go to maintain his power: 
reinforces the idea of the fear-
less warrior in Act 1, S2) 

Over confident and 
deluded 

Lay on Macduff, and 
damned be him that 
first cries ‘Hold enough’ 

Imperative ‘Lay on’ 
‘hold enough’ is ironic as it re-
lates to his false feelings on 
invincibility 

He loses all strength 
once Lady Macbeth 
dies 

Tomorrow and Tomor-
row and Tomorrow, 
creeps in this petty 
pace from day to day 

Repetition & nihilistic (negative) 
tone. Shows a moment of cathar-
sis for him as he realises that 
his pursuit of power/vaulting 
ambition was in vain. 

He has mentally ac-
cepted defeat as 
Lady Macbeth was 
the conductor within 
his orchestra of cha-
os 

It is a tale, told by an 
idiot, full of sound and 
fury, signifying nothing 

Climax of his famous last solilo-
quy – underlines that Lady M was 
the strength behind his pursuit 
for power & now that she has 
died, he has lost sight of the 
meaning of life. 

Macbeth 

Macbeth Structure of the Play 

The play has a twofold structure following Macbeth’s rise 
to power and then his fall. This helps the audience to 
see the contrast in fortunes from Macbeth and em-
phasises the message of the play. 

 
Shakespeare uses circular structure.  The play starts 

and ends on a battlefield, with Macbeth showing 
great courage and violence. However, by the end, he 
has no loyalty, no comrades and dies alone. 

 
Shakespeare uses the witches’ power of Macbeth to cre-

ate ironic points of synthesis between them. For 
example, Macbeth uses the words ‘foul’ and ‘fair’ 
before he meets to witches to suggest to the audi-
ence that their supernatural prophecies could be 
true. 

 
Different characters speak in patterns throughout the 

play to emphasis their character: 
 
Iambic Pentameter and Blank verse:(1 0 beats per line,  

the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th beats are stressed: no 
rhyme) underlines the power and is used by main 
characters & nobility 

Trochaic tetrameter: (8 beats per line,  the 1 st 3td, 5th, 
7th are stressed) used only (but not always) by the 
witches to make them seem abnormal as they are the 
only characters to use this meter 

Prose: (no pattern or set rules – just normal speech) used 
for minor characters to make them seem ordinary 

Soliloquy: (a speech from a character where other char-
acters do not hear him but the audience do) used by 
Macbeth to show the audience his inner-most 
thoughts and feelings. 

Form of the play 

 

Macbeth is a Shakespearean tragedy: ‘the tragic 
hero’ Macbeth is shown as a fearless warrior 
but he causes a series of horrible events 
which gives the play its sinister feel. There 
are a number of components that Shake-
speare uses within this tragedy: 

Hamartia (tragic flaw) Macbeth’s hamartia is his 
“vaulting ambition” which ultimately leads to 
his tragic downfall. 
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Character portrayal Quote Feature 

Desperate to rid 
herself of con-
science – wants the 
courage to kill Dun-
can 

Come, you spirits That tend on mor-
tal thoughts! Unsex me here. 
  
Come to my woman's breasts, 
And take my milk for gall. 

Images of female fertility: she sees her 
gender as inhibiting her. They empha-
sise her human nature which creates a 
contrast with how she speaks of the 
supernatural 

Deceptive Look like the innocent flower, 
But be the serpent under it. 

Simile, the emotive adjective ‘innocent’ 
is ironic as the audience see through 
the lies and plotting of Lady Macbeth; 
the symbolic connotations of a ‘serpent’ 
reflect danger and treachery (Bible) 

Poisonous to Mac-
beth 

We fail? 
But screw your courage to the stick-
ing-place, And we'll not fail. 

Half-formed question 
Aggressive and acerbic language: ‘screw 
your courage’ 
Short line ‘and we’ll not fail’ seems less 
important than the idea of poisoning 
Macbeth – an afterthought. Foreshad-
ows their plans have gone too far and 
she knows people will find out in time 

Her avarice (greed) 
has not made her 
‘content’ 

Nought's had, all's spent 
Where our desire is got without 
content. (A3, S2) 

Metaphor, rhyming couplet, 
Structural shift in her character 
(suggests that it wasn’t worth it) and 
begins to clearly show Shakespeare’s 
message 

Guilt has crippled 
Lady Macbeth and 
stopped her from 
living a normal life 

Out, damned spot! out, I say! 
  
(She tries to wash blood from her 
hands) 

Exclamatory, the ‘damned spot’ is sym-
bolic of the blood stain on her hands. 
Shakespeare uses her sleepwalking to 
show how the trauma is embedded with-
in her 

Stronger than Mac-
beth; controls him 
emotionally 

Leave all the rest to me. Imperative (show her command and 
strength) – she needs Macbeth to look 
guilt-free 
Reassuring, almost man-like tone 

Emasculates Mac-
beth: the subversion 
of females in 1600s 

Hath it slept since? And wakes it 
now, to look so green and pale 
  
  
Like the poor cat i' the adage? 
  
  
  
Give me the daggers: the sleeping 
and the dead Are but as pictures: 
'tis the eye of childhood That fears 
a painted devil. 

Interrogatives; the colour ‘green’ re-
fers to anemia (a diease for young, vir-
gin girls) 
  
Simile – suggests Macbeth is like the 
cat who would eat the fish but not get 
his feet wet (he’s scared) 
  
Imperative – she’s in control 
Metaphor ‘sleeping and the dead are but 
pictures’ she thinks Macbeth shouldn’t 
feel guilty 

Acknowledges the 
part she played in 
the death of Duncan 
and in influencing 
Macbeth 

My hands are of your colour; but I 
shameTo wear a heart so white. 

Metaphor ‘my hands are of your colour’ 
to symbolise the blood on her hands 
Evocative verb ‘shame’ implies she is 
ashamed to be aligned with him 
‘wear’ implies she’s been used for a pur-
pose: feels as if she wants to be mar-
ried to someone who wears a strong 
colour (or is brave and passionate) 
Different connotations of ‘white’ could 
ironically be purity, but also surrender. 

Lady Macbeth 

Macbeth 

Context Explanation 

King James I James I was highly intelligent and developed a love of learning. He en-
joyed poetry and reading, and wrote two books. One was about the 
dangers of smoking and the other was about witchcraft called Daemon-
ologie. James I was very interested in witchcraft and took part in the 
North Berwick witch trials in Scotland. His love of reading and learning 
meant he took a keen interest in Shakespeare and his plays. 

Change in Shake-
speare’s style from 
Queen Elizabeth’s 
death 

Shakespeare was a key figure in society and Elizabeth was a patron of 
his work. That support was paid back in messages throughout his plays. 
During her reign, Shakespeare included humour and strong female char-
acters to appease her. Upon James’ coronation, he supported his mes-
sage equally. Notably, the darker, sinister undertones with which his 
plays centred on after 1601 reflected the pressing issues of the time. 

Religion Despite King James’ Catholic roots (his mother was Mary Queen of 
Scots and had very strong Catholic beliefs) he didn’t endear himself to 
Catholics as he sought to solidify his status as King (and therefore head 
of the Church of England). James tried to unite Catholics and 
Protestants and this is why there are so many references to religion in 
Macbeth: it gave people a sense of identity, regardless of wealth or 
nobility and was seen as an important part of life. 

The role of women Society was ‘patriarchal’ (led by men). Women were said to be lower 
than men. A woman’s role in Jacobean times was clearly defined. They 
were expected to marry, to bear children and be subservient to men. 
Women who challenged this concept were sometimes labelled as witches 
and ostracised from society. Women were known to be at the mercy of 
men and when wives were of no use or defiled, they were outcast. 

Gunpowder plot and 
warning against regi-
cide 

In 1605, a group of Catholic conspirators plotted to assassinate King 
James I of England by blowing up the House of Lords during the opening 
of parliament. The traitors were sentenced to torture as punishment. 
They were given a gruesome death. Finally they would be decapitated 
and dismembered; their body parts would be publicly displayed, eaten by 
the birds as they decomposed. This is why regicide is prevalent 
throughout the play: to deter people from attempting to kill King James. 
The play was written a year after this event, at James’ request. 

Attitudes to Witches 
and the supernatural 

Up until the 1700’s most people in England believed in witches and 
witchcraft.  This led to a period of witch hunting where people were 
tried and often executed for being witches. So if people behaved in a 
slightly odd way or were around when bad things happened, they were 
likely to be accused of being a witch. Suspected witches were burnt at 
the stake or drowned.  The witches are wholly negative in the play to 
deter society from accepting Pagan beliefs and practices. 

Great chain of being 
and ‘The Divine Right’ 

In Jacobean times, people believed that all life was part of a strict 
hierarchy, with God at the top. Kings were thought to have been ap-
pointed by ‘divine right’ (selected by God) and therefore higher than 
the rest of mankind. To challenge one’s position – and to challenge the 
King – was an affront to God and would create great chaos. 

The Globe Theatre The lower class citizens or servants would stand in the yard or ‘pit’ in 
front of the stage. Those with more money could sit in galleries or 
‘gentleman’s rooms’ but every member of the audience needed to be 
satisfied: violence for the poor, subtle allusions for the wealthy and 
religious references for everyone to relate to. The witches are an ex-
ception to Shakespeare plays as the plays typically began with minor 
characters, but such are their presence, an audience would have been 
silenced. 

The separation of 
murder and killing 

Being a soldier, Macbeth has experienced and been surrounded by hor-
ror and death. He had killed many in his lifetime and did not think twice 
about it. However he found it extremely emotionally draining contem-
plating whether or not to kill the King. He was slowly going insane from 
guilt before any crime had been committed. Shakespeare uses this idea 
to de-construct the human psychology: war and fighting were glorified 
and revered, however murder was condemned. 

Context 
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Plot Summary   
Act 1 
Overture - The Narrator introduces the story and asks us to judge Mrs John-
stone, in a scene that is reminiscent of a Shakespearian prologue. 
Marilyn Monroe - Mrs Johnstone sings the song of Marilyn Monroe. We see her 
impoverished lifestyle and learn she is expecting twins. The Narrator appears 
as a milkman and a gynaecologist. 
My Child - Now in Mrs Lyons’ house, the women compare lives. Mrs John-
stone reveals she is expecting twins and Mrs Lyons convinces her to give 
one to her. 
Easy Terms - Mrs Johnstone gives birth and comes home to find her things 
being taken away, and Mrs Lyons takes Edward. 
Shoes Upon the Table (Devil’s Got Your Number) -  Mrs. Lyons fires Mrs. 
Johnstone, and tells her that she will never see Edward again because if 
the twins are ever told what they are, they will die, according to supersti-
tion. 
July the 18th - 7 years forward. Mickey recites ‘I Wish I Was Our Sam-
my’. Mickey meets Eddie. The two "decide" to be best friends, and discov-
er that they share the same birthday. They prick their fingers and mix the 
blood. They are now Blood Brothers. 
Kid’s Game - Mickey plays games with Sammy, Linda, and the other children in 
the area. They pretend to be Cowboys and Indians, and the gun motif appears 
as they ‘shoot’ each other. 
Gypsies in the Wood/ Shoes Upon the Table (DGYN) Reprise 1 - the moth-
ers tell their children not to play together, but they disobey and get in 
trouble with the police. Mrs Lyons tells Mr Lyons they must leave. Mickey 
and Eddie say their goodbyes and Mrs Johnstone gives Eddie a locket with 
a picture of her and Mickey. 
Long Sunday Afternoon/ My Friend - Mickey, sings of his loneliness (Long Sun-
day Afternoon) and then sings of his very best friend. At the same time, Ed-
ward, upset and lonely in his new house, sings of Mickey (My Friend).  
Bright New Day -  Mrs. Johnstone is informed that the government housing 
that they will live in is to be torn down. She will be moved to the country. She is 
overjoyed, knowing she can start over afresh. 
  

Act 2 
Marilyn Monroe Reprise 1 - Mrs Johnstone sings of the new life they are enjoying. She re-introduces Mickey, now 14, 
Sammy, 16 (who is still a troublemaker), and her other children. Sammy robs a bus conductor at knife point. 
Secrets - in parallel scenes, we move to the classroom and see Mickey and Linda suspended from school. In his private 
school, Eddie is also suspended because he refuses to remove his locket for the teacher. At home, Mrs. Lyons is furi-
ous as she finds out the contents of the locket. Eddie confronts his mother, saying she must have secrets, too, and 
the Narrator reminds her of what she has hidden.  
That Guy - Mickey and Eddie meet again in the country, not recognising each other at first and singing of how they 
wish they were the other. They go to see ‘Nymphomaniac Nights’. 
Shoes Upon the Table (DGYN) Reprise 2 - A hysterical Mrs Lyons threatens Mrs Johnstone at knife point. 
Summer Sequence - Micky, Eddie and Linda grow up to the age of 18 and we watch different moments in their lives. 
I’m Not Saying a Word - Eddie realises he is falling for Linda, but puts it aside, telling Linda she should be with Mick-
ey. He brings the two together and leaves for school. 
One Day in October - Linda is pregnant. Mickey tells his mother, and she says she will give them her blessing for mar-
riage. 
Take a Letter Miss Jones - Mickey is sacked, along with many others, in a scene that highlights job losses 
under Margaret Thatcher’s government. He desperately tries to find a job. He meets Eddie again on Christmas 
break, and Eddie offers him money, which Mickey refuses. Edward leaves; both men are mad at each other.  
The Robbery - two parallel conversations are intermingled, with Eddie proclaiming his love to Linda, who rejects 
him, and Mickey agreeing to stand guard for Sammy on a robbery. In the robbery, Sammy accidentally shoots 
and kills the man. He flees, leaving Mickey the accused 
Marilyn Monroe Reprise 2 - Mickey is put in jail for seven years and is depressed. He is given pills, which he becomes 
addicted to. 
Light Romance - Linda, upset and very frustrated, begins an affair with Eddie. Mrs Lyons spitefully goes to Mickey's 
work, and informs him of Linda and Edward.  
Madman - Mickey is still delirious from his pills and in a rage because of what he has heard. He takes a loaded gun to 
the courtroom, where Edward is a councillor (Madman).  
The Council Chamber - Mickey breaks down, accusing Edward of getting everything, even Linda now. Mrs. 
Johnstone doesn't know what to do, so she tells him not to kill Eddie because they are brothers. Mickey, even 
more jealous now, shoots Eddie. The police, in turn, shoot Mickey, fulfilling the superstition. 
Tell Me It’s Not True - The play is shown to be cyclical, as we end up back where we started. The two dead bodies lie 
there; the Narrator recaps the events. Mrs. Johnstone sings through her tears, asking the sad reality not to be true. 

Key characters Key themes Historical context Stylistic features and symbols 

Narrator – takes on multi-
ple roles 
Mrs Johnstone – Mother 
of the twins, impover-
ished. 
Mrs Lyons – takes Eddie, 
privileged. 
Mickey – poor twin, fre-
quently downtrodden 
Eddie – rich twin, not 
streetwise 
Sammy -  delinquent 
brother to Mickey 
Linda – Mickey’s girlfriend 
and Eddie’s secret love 
Mr Lyons – Father of Ed-
ward 

Nature vs. Nurture – we are encour-
aged to wonder whether it is genetics 
or their upbringing that has influ-
enced the boys’ lives. 
Class – the contrast between the 
Johnstone and Lyons’ backgrounds 
dominates much of the play. 
Superstition – Mrs Lyons manipulates 
Mrs Johnstone’s superstitious char-
acter, creating the central conflict in 
the play. 
Motherhood 
Power 
Judgement 
Love 
Destiny/ Fate 

Marilyn Monroe – An icon of glamour and luxury, she was 
also troubled and died of an overdose after becoming 
addicted to various drugs. 
Margaret Thatcher – Blood Brothers was completed in 
1981, two years after Thatcher became prime minister. 
Thatcher’s decision to leave Liverpool to ‘managed de-
cline’ meant 30% of the workforce became unemployed, 
emphasising the differences between the upper and 
lower classes. 
Willy Russell - Willy Russell was born in 1947 in Liver-
pool, where the play is set.  He came from a working 
class family and became a hairdresser after leaving 
school at fifteen.  In later life he decided to go back to 
college. It was at college that he started writing plays. 

Reprise – a song or part of a song that is repeated. Often it is inter-
mingled with a new song. E.g. Marilyn Monroe. 
Motif – A dominant or recurring image or idea in a text e.g. the gun. 
Juxtaposition – Two opposite ideas are near each other in a piece of 
writing. 
Foreshadowing – when the author alludes to what is to come in the 
text. 
Parallel – two corresponding things that run side by side, e.g. the 
school scenes. 
Cyclical – the structure of the play is cyclical as it starts and ends in 
the same place. 
Soliloquy – when a character speaks their thoughts aloud, to them-
selves. It is different to a monologue which is one character speak-
ing, but in front of others 
Antihero – a central character in a story, film, or drama who lacks 
conventional heroic attributes. 
Narrator – echoes the function of the Greek Chorus, asks the audi-
ence to detach and judge. 
Stage Directions – used prolifically by Russell to describe the move-
ment and actions of characters. 

Blood Brothers 
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Blood Brothers 

Key Quotations 

The Narrator 
‘There’s  a stone in place of her heart’ 
‘Y’ know the devil’s got your number’ 
‘Who’d tell the girl in the middle of the pair/ The price she’ll pay just for being 
there’ 
[As the conductor] ‘You’ve got to have an endin’ if a start’s been made. No one gets 
off without the price bein’ paid’. 
‘And do we blame superstition for what came to pass? Or could it be what we, the 
English, have come to know as class?’ 
  

Other Characters 
Sammy – ‘he’s a friggin’ poshy’ 
Linda – ‘When you die you’ll meet your twinny again, won’t y’?’ 
Policeman – ‘Well there’ll be no more bloody warnings from now on. Either you keep them in order, missis, or it’ll 
be the courts for you, or worse, won’t it?’ /‘An’, er, as I say, it was more of a prank, really, Mr Lyons.’ 
Mr Lyons – ‘It’s just another sign of the times, Miss Jones’ 
Kids - ‘But you know that if you cross your fingers/ And if you count from one to ten/ You can get up off the 
ground again/ It doesn’t matter/ The whole thing’s just a game.’ 

Mrs Johnstone 
‘By the time that I was twenty-five looked like forty-two’ 
‘The welfare have already been onto me’ 
‘I love the bones of them’ 
‘Never put new shoes on the table… you never know what’ll happen’ 
‘And treats his ills with daily pills just like Marilyn Monroe’ 
  

Mrs Lyons 
‘You said it yourself, you said you had you many children already’ 
‘And think about what you could do with money like that’ 
‘They say…they say that if either twin learns that he once was a pair that they shall both immediately die.’ 
‘These people that Edward has started mixing with. Can’t you see how he’s drawn to them? They’re…they’re draw-
ing him away from me’ 
‘You see, you see why I don’t want you mixing with boys like that! You learn filth from them and behave like this 
like a, like a horrible little boy, like them. But you are not like them.’ 

Mickey 
‘I wish I was our Sammy’ 
‘See this means that we’re blood brothers, an’ that we always have to stand by 
each other’ 
‘That was kids’ stuff, Eddie. Didn’t anyone tell y? But I suppose you still are a kid, 
aren’t ye?’ 
‘I don’t wear a hat I could tilt at the world’ 
‘Why didn’t you give me away? I could have been…I could have been him!’ 
  

Eddie 
‘I’ll look in the dictionary’ 
(to Mrs Lyons, about Mickey) ‘I like him more than you’ 
‘She’s fabulous your ma’, isn’t she?’ 
‘I’ve got money, plenty of it’ 
‘Why is a job so important?’ 
  

Critical Vocabulary 

 
Russell presents the character of Mrs Lyons as… 

1. Fixated – obsessed with something. 

2. Privileged – having a high and/or special status. 
Wealthy. 
3. Conniving – calculating and manipulative. 

4. Exploitative – willing to take advantage of some-
one else’s weaknesses. 
5. Deceitful – deceptive; a liar. 

6. Immoral – someone without morals. 

7. Neurotic – unstable and hysterical. 

8. Paranoid – anxious and suspicious. 

9. Possessive – demanding total attention/love. 

10. Reprehensible – someone who is unforgivable. 

11. Division—a split between two groups of people. 

12. Reprehensible—someone unforgiveable 

13.  Non-fluency features—people not speaking clear 
English—using lots of interruptions like ‘Erm’ and ‘Like’ 

Ways that Russell presents Social 
Class 

 
1.Russell wants to contrast the areas that are 
associated with the wealthy and the poor. 
 
2.Mickey is used by Russell as an example of 
how a childhood in poverty is not a childhood 
at all. 
 
3.Russell presents his ideas about the class 
system through their different speech pat-
terns between the rich and poor characters. 
 
4.Russell suggests that working class people 
do not have the same opportunities as the 
upper classes. 
 
5.The lower class people in the play are shown 
as naïve because they make rash/silly deci-
sions  that ultimately give them worse life 
chances. 

Evidence about Social Class 

 
1.The different settings in the play (the poverty of 
the Johnstone house and the extravagant Lyons 
house—also the school) 
 
2.When Mickey says ‘I grew up. You didn’t because 
you didn’t need to!’ 
 
3.The non-fluency features that Mickey uses like 
‘erm’ and ‘um’ show how the lower classes have more 
trouble in communicating because of a lack of educa-
tion 
 
4. How Edward says ‘university is fantastic’ and why 
Mickey will never get that opportunity because of 
his class 
 
5.How Mrs. Johnstone is naïve to ironically idolise 
‘Marilyn Monroe’- she looks up to her because she’s 
beautiful but really, she had a very troubled life. 
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How to Approach a Literature Extract Question 

In some Literature assessments, you are giv-
en an extract  to help you to answer the ques-
tion. 

Use the following steps to  ensure that you 
are able to  maximise the extract as much as 
you can:  

 

1) Read the question at least twice.  

2) There are always two parts to a litera-
ture question: a subject (in red) and 
specifics (in green). 

3) Make sure you are focusing on both 
subject and specifics—not just subject. 
Eg: just focusing on social class (in the 
example question above) isn’t enough. 

4) Read the extract twice, highlight or 
underline evidence of how the subject 
is shown.  

5) In the question, you don’t have to sup-
port the specifics: you can disagree. 

6) Write down next to the highlighted 
text,  what this shows and how it re-
lates to the specifics (ie; does it sup-
port or contrast with the method? 
Why?) 

Subject = the topic of the question 

Specifics = how the subject is shown 
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